My process in studying for the Statistics test started before I started to study for the test. I first prepare myself emotionally. I put in my mind that I was going to pass this test all I needed to do is study for it. Then I gather all possible helpful tools, like books. I went with Professor Smith to borrow some of his books; (these books really help). Then I set up two entire days that to study for this test. It is all about taking some of your free time away and investing it in studying to prepare. What help me the most, are the additional videos online as well as all the other tools. I went through each of the power point slides by hearing the audio with the explanation. Then I went above and beyond and read the chapter in the book for the topic I was studying at that moment. I also wrote down all the important things in flash card and went through them afterwards. At the end I went back to the topics that I understand the least. It is important to understand how to interpret a problem, more than how to solve it. Another important point is to distinguish between population and sample. I went over all the formulas and figure out what each letter meant. At the end I went with all the confidence in myself to take the test and passed it with 13 points out of 16. The most important thing in taking any test not just Statistics is, believing and having confidence in yourself.